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JDC works in 70 countries to alleviate hunger and hardship, rescue
Jews in danger, create lasting connections to Jewish life, and provide
immediate relief for victims of natural and manmade disasters.

“ This is an organization that’s been around for 104
years. Out of 104 years, the marketing department
has been established for 10. And marketing had
to shift the mentality of the entire organization.”

Serving their community at such a large scale, JDC faced
data management issues. With separate marketing,
accounting, and donation databases, they experienced
many challenges as they sought to connect, maintain,
and interpret their wealth of data.
In an effort to streamline and better organize their

Today, the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee

business processes, Andres recognized an opportunity

(JDC) is supported by a team of over 1,600 employees.

to partner with inbound marketing agency, LyntonWeb.

Within that large group, the 10-year-old marketing

In forging this connection, it became clear that a Classy-

team—led by Andres Jimenez—consists of only 14

HubSpot integration would allow JDC to connect their

people. Yet despite their comparatively small size,

data pools and improve the donor experience. But it

they served as a catalyst of change that modernized

was up to Andres to communicate that need in order

the organization’s operations.

for the organization to take immediate action.
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OVERCOMING FEAR OF CHANGE
Andres quickly found that any radical motion to

His tenacity and belief in the power of data

connect their systems, reduce their cost of operations,

consolidation and integration were enough to get

and improve their workflows was met with resistance.

key stakeholders onboard. His confidence inspired

To move these ideas forward, Andres became the

his team to broaden their thinking and pushed JDC

organization’s champion of change. His mantra?

to charge ahead.

“Just do it.”

“Once we connected with LyntonWeb, we were able

Andres knew that finding reputable technology partners
was the solution. But in order to execute, he had to
go all in and risk his very position. He said to his team,

“

I’m putting the risk on myself. If this isn’t working
by March 3, I’ll leave.”
ANDRES JIMENEZ
Marketing and Information
Strategist, JDC
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to see how we could transport data from database
to database, make it seamless, and do a better job
communicating with people. Connecting these dots
gave us the possibility to look at what the donor really
wants, how we can help the people in the field, and
how we can be more pragmatic.”

STEWIE GRIFFIN DONATED $150 TO FUN RUN
JULY 11TH AT 11:11 PM

SEND EMAIL FUN RUN THANK YOU

12.4% CLICK RATE / 18 MET GOAL CRITERIA

“INTEGRATION DICTATES INNOVATION”
To take better advantage of their marketing data, JDC

“Anytime someone makes a donation, sets up a

adopted HubSpot, an inbound marketing platform that

recurring donation, or changes the status of a gift,

helps organizations acquire and track contacts. This

those updates are immediately captured inside of

software allowed them to make better decisions around

HubSpot.” This triggers the execution of automated

their Classy donor data, segment their communications,

email workflows and reporting in HubSpot.

and create personas—all laddering up to a stronger
marketing approach.

With LyntonWeb’s help, JDC created smart workflows
that saved the marketing team hours upon hours

“ Integration will dictate innovation...recognizing

of time. They no longer needed to dig for the data,
or manually determine when to execute their

the importance of data is how we’re going to move

communications. Now, they could more easily and

into the future.”

effectively control when to send an email, when to

ANDRES JIMENEZ

ask for a donation, how to ask for that donation,
and how to acknowledge a person’s interests.
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BUILDING WITH THE CLASSY API

CLASSY API USE CASE

For an organization of JDC’s size, it was especially

According to Daniel at LyntonWeb,

important for LyntonWeb to outline changes that would

“it was very important for JDC to be

get JDC’s multiple systems talking to each other quickly.

able to track the full lifecycle and the

Luckily, Daniel Lynton and his team at LyntonWeb found

source of a donation.”

the Classy API to be very easy to work with.

To provide that information,

“ Our team was new to the Classy API and we were

LyntonWeb assigned campaign codes
to JDC’s Classy donation pages. That

using it for the first time. We had an integration

data is then synced back into HubSpot

running within a couple weeks and we were

to give JDC insight as to which

moving data. It’s very easy to work with, it follows

campaigns drive donations.

modern standards, and it’s a REST-based API. It’s

“One of the email automation use

very easy to consume and very fast. We can move a

cases we built out is the ability to drive

lot of data very quickly.”

increases in the average donation size.
We can look at an aggregation of
the donations that each member or

DANIEL LYNTON
Founder and CEO of LyntonWeb

supporter has ever made. We then
average those out and put those in

And now that LyntonWeb has created this data flow for

a field in HubSpot which is used to

JDC, other organizations can take advantage of the same

suggest a future donation amount in

synchronization with LyntonWeb’s packaged integration.

emails. To raise that average donation

The work completed to date will allow others to work

size we can add, say, 10 percent

with LyntonWeb to quickly get the same type of data

and suggest that new amount in a

flow up and running.

message with additional donation
amounts that are higher and lower.”
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CONSOLIDATION, FOCUS, AND
IMPROVED PROCESSES

BEING AN AGENT OF CHANGE
JDC has only scratched the surface of the benefits

Thanks to the Classy-HubSpot integration, not only

reaped from their new processes. The continued

can JDC send more targeted appeals, but they can

collection and synchronization of their data will enable

also be more strategic with their donation pages.

them to make informed decisions that attract and retain

Before updating their systems and creating the

more donors and ultimately create more purposeful

integration, JDC managed over 120 donation pages.

and lasting impact.

Today, they have around 20. This consolidation has
simplified their operations at a very large scale—each
page now has a clear purpose and is used with intent.

“ Yes. Change is hard. Change is completely difficult
to do. But, if you take the risk and you look at

In addition to working better with their donors, JDC’s

what’s over the hill to see the value of modern

teams work better with each other. Their updated

systems implementation, you end up with

internal databases now grant them the insight they
need to communicate across teams effectively. They
find they interact more often, and make more mutually

something that is very valuable. This [integration]
has taught our other departments why we should

informed decisions with their resource development

change, and why we should think differently.

and account teams.

Marketing is difficult, but it’s not that hard when
you implement the right tools.”

The #1 Fundraising Platform
for the Modern Nonprofit
Talk to an Integration Expert Today
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